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Abstract

The investigation of thermally activated glide processes by stress reduction tests is re-
viewed. The tests reveal that two mechanisms of inelastic deformation are superimposed,
namely dislocation glide connected with work hardening by defect storage and recovery strain
related with relaxation of internal stresses and defect recovery. The coupling of the two is pro-
posed to be modeled within the composite model. A new kind of transient testing is proposed
that combines the conventional rate change test with an intermediate stress reduction. Its
application to nanocrystalline Ni shows similarity of the main parameters of thermally activ-
ated dislocation glide and recovery strain found for conventional pure single and polycrystals:
spacings of thermal obstacles in units of free dislocation spacing ≈ 1, back flow starting after
≈ 20 % stress reduction, similar magnitude of relative contribution and stress dependence of
recovery strain.

K e y w o r d s: thermally activated flow, activation area, composite model, subgrain bound-
aries, dislocations, recovery

1. Introduction

According to classical theory, plastic flow occurs by
thermally activated glide of dislocations. The activa-
tion energy Q and the activation volume V determ-
ine the dependence of the inelastic strain rate ε̇inel
on temperature T and stress σ, respectively. V is de-
termined from tests (Fig. 1) where σ is varied by a
small amount ∆σ. ε̇inel responds to the stress reduc-
tion in an exponential fashion, i.e. the relative change
∆ε̇inel/ε̇inel ≡ ∆ln ε̇inel is proportional to the resolved
shear stress change ∆τ = ∆σ/M, whereM is the crys-
tal orientation factor (Taylor):

∆ ln ε̇inel =
V

kVMkBT
∆σ, (1)

where kB is the Boltzmann constant. This relation
holds with kV = 1 under the assumption of constant
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structure in the sense that there is no change except
that the stress component driving glide is diminished
by ∆τ exactly. Obviously, this condition is not easy to
guarantee. ∆σ must be small enough and the strain in-
terval ∆εinel to measure ε̇inel ≈ ∆εinel/∆t must be as
small as possible, but larger than the experimental un-
certainty of the strain signal. Even if this is achieved,
immediate changes of the true activation volume V
may occur:

V = b∆xλth, (2)

where b is the Burgers vector length, ∆x and λth are
the width and the spacing of thermal obstacles, re-
spectively. For discrete, repulsive obstacles changes in
λth result in kV = 1.5. To get an idea of the magnitude
of V in pure materials one may set ∆x ≈ b and estim-
ate the obstacle spacing by the average spacing of free
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Fig. 1. Scheme of variation of (inelastic) strain rate ε̇ with
stress σ in change tests at ’constant structure’ to determ-
ine activation volume V and “internal” stress from first
measurable rate response ε̇r,i, and relative rate maximum
ε̇r,max associated with recovery. For simplicity quasista-
tionary behavior is assumed to be established at σ = σ0.

After [1].

dislocations ≈ b G/σ. This yields

Vest ≈ Gb3

σ0
, (3)

where σ0 is the stress at which the dislocation struc-
ture has been formed just before the stress reduction.
There is a large amount of V-data in the liter-

ature that have been obtained under more or less
ideal conditions.1 Carefully done experiments gener-
ally confirm the estimate of Eq. (3) for pure crystalline
materials; for example see data measured and collec-
ted for Al [2, 3], LiF [4], CaF2 [5] and Ni [6]. This
holds up to high homologous temperatures; determin-
ation of V (T ) from [4] for LiF yields V-values within
0.88 ≤ V/Vest ≤ 0.95 for 0.68 ≤ T/Tm ≤ 0.95. This
result suggests that the thermally activated flow of
gliding dislocations is the major deformation process
up to the melting point Tm. However, it does not an-
swer the question for the process controlling the flow
of dislocations under given (σ, T )-conditions.

2. Implications of recovery strain

Thermally activated glide of dislocations is com-
plemented by other thermally activated deformation
processes like such as those related with recovery of
free dislocations and crystallite boundaries [7, 8] as
well as grain boundary sliding. Due to structural pat-
terning, boundaries of various kinds – from loose cell
walls with low misorientation of the cells to high-angle
boundaries – are formed during deformation (‘strain-
induced boundaries’). Being strong obstacles [9, 10],

Fig. 2. Composite model of soft and hard regions within a
material.

these boundaries are important in controlling the pas-
sage of flow from one crystallite to the neighboring
one. Under conditions where dynamic recovery can no
longer be neglected – and this means during most of
the work hardening range – strains associated with
recovery must be considered, too.
An obvious case of recovery strain generation is

the migration of subgrain boundaries. This is neces-
sary on a more or less local scale for recombination of
boundaries via migration of Y-junctions to keep the
dynamic balance of formation of new and disappear-
ance of old boundaries in the stationary state. The
strain effect connected with boundary migration is dir-
ectly seen from tilting of the outer surface of those
crystal volumes swept by migrating boundaries [11–
13]; the surface tilts are the result of local shearing of
the crystal lattice in the direction prescribed by the
acting stress (‘migration-shear coupling’).
Another obvious positive contribution to recovery

strain comes from local dislocation flow in those re-
gions of the material that are relatively hard compared
to their environment. The existence of soft and hard
regions in any material is accounted for in a simple and
illustrative way by Mughrabi’s composite model [14,
15] (Fig. 2). Hard regions experience stress concentra-
tion due to the easier deformation of their neighbor-
hood. This sets up internal stresses that increase the
local stress to σh > σ compared to the applied stress
σ in the hard regions and (due to mechanical equilib-
rium) reduce the local stress σs < σ in the soft regions
[14]. After a sudden change of an acting stress σ0 to
a reduced value σ there are three kinds of recovery
processes:
– local back flow in soft regions, reducing the local

strain differences and the magnitude of the internal
stresses [16] and opening possibilities for recombina-
tion (including annihilation) of dislocations at existing
crystal defects (other dislocations, crystallite bound-
aries, . . .),
– local forward flow in hard regions qualitatively

doing the same,
– migration of boundaries causing strain due to

migration-shear coupling, and at the same time caus-

1 Some authors have even used the stress exponent
for quasi-stationary deformation to determine V. This is
clearly wrong as quasi-stationary structures, by defini-
tion, are not constant, e.g. because of the well-known σ-
dependence of the quasi-stationary dislocation density.
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ing boundary recombination and absorption of free
dislocations.
These processes can be separated because (i) a

stress reduction of a given magnitude ∆σ has a higher
relative effect on the low stress σs than the high stress
σh, (ii) σs is predominantly athermal in nature so that
the thermal stress component σs,th is but a low frac-
tion of σ. Thus a relatively small reduction of σ is
sufficient to stop forward thermally activated glide
in the soft regions and drive dislocations backward
for a while when σ < σs,ath at the given high level
of the athermal stress component σs,ath. So small σ-
reductions suffice to effectively suppress thermally ac-
tivated glide in the soft regions. Therefore, the pro-
cesses acting in the hard regions under the influence
of the concentrated stress σh are the only ones left and
become observable for a while, until they have relaxed
again in the transient to the new state corresponding
to the new deformation condition, and the majority
process of thermally activated flow in the soft regions
dominates again. So there is only a limited time win-
dow where the recovery strain rate ε̇− is observable.
This explains why recovery strain is rarely found. Ded-
icated search, however, almost always shows recovery
strain from single crystals [4] to nanocrystals [17].
Most tests are done under constant imposed rate of

length change l̇mach imposed by the testing machine.
A change of this rate is followed by an extended period
of stress relaxation where the plastic deformation rate
of the specimen is larger than the elastic rate of length
change of specimen plus relevant parts of the testing
machine. This relaxation is generally excluded from
the data evaluation because ε̇inel is not known. How-
ever, when the load or the stress is controlled (‘creep
tests’), recovery strains become easily visible, provided
that dynamic recovery is sufficiently active. Clearly,
the highest driving force for recovery acts in the quasi-
stationary state. Quasi-stationary means that the dy-
namic equilibrium of the density of free dislocations
has been nearly, but not fully, reached, because some
parameters of the structure, for instance those related
with the strong obstacles in the form of strain-induced
boundaries, are still slowly evolving.
One of the first mentioning of recovery-strain rate

ε̇− was in [18] where the connection to subgrain
boundaries has already been made. Later, recovery
strain was detected also in tests [16] where Al speci-
mens recovered at zero reduced stress. In [19] recovery
strain was linked to the composite model. Meanwhile
it is well established that recovery strain is a ubiquit-
ous phenomenon. Nevertheless, studies of its kinetics
are still rare, although it appears to be of import-
ance under technological (deformation under variable
conditions) and fundamental (controlling process) as-
pects. The present contribution discusses the existing
knowledge and extends the concept to nanocrystalline
materials.

3. Typical results for pure materials

We look at typical results for ‘constant struc-
ture’ deformation kinetics of pure materials with sub-
grain boundaries of low-angle type established in
the quasistationary state, as shown for Al and LiF
(Figs. 8–19 in [2]). ‘Constant structure’ is a fuzzy term.
Two strain rates of ‘constant structure’ type must be
distinguished (Fig. 1):
– ε̇r,i is the first measurable relative rate after a re-

duction of stress. Here the structure is as constant as
it can possibly be under the given experimental con-
ditions. Limited structural changes can never be ex-
cluded because fast ones may occur already in the time
interval required for load reduction and measurement
of the very first value of ε̇inel = ∆εinel/∆t because
∆εinel cannot be made arbitrarily small, but must ex-
ceed the experimental uncertainty of strain measure-
ment.
– ε̇r,max designates the relative rate maxima ob-

served after ε̇r,i, if any; here ‘constant structure’ es-
sentially means constant boundary structure only;
changes of the structure of free dislocations have cer-
tainly occurred on the way from ε̇r,i to ε̇r,max [20].

ε̇r,i is positive for small reductions of σ, but turns
negative when net back flow starts to dominate for
large σ-reductions. As stated in section 1, ε̇r,i is used to
determine the activation volume V (upper right corner
of Fig. 1). In addition, ε̇r,i has been applied to quantify
the athermal flow stress component from the condition
ε̇r,i = 0 (bottom of Fig. 1). Chen et al. [21] have re-
cently reviewed this field. Typically, net back flow sets
in for relative stress reductions by about 20%. Then
dislocations predominantly flow backwards. There-
fore, thermally activated forward dislocation glide of
the work hardening type should be blocked for σ �
σ0. If positive ε̇r,max is still observed under these con-
ditions it should correspond to positive recovery strain
and display the maximal recovery-strain rates that can
be observed after σ-reduction. Similar to the case of
ε̇r,i the functional relation ε̇r,max(σ) contains informa-
tion about the kinetics of the deformation processes, in
particular those in the hard regions where recovery is
concentrated. The slope of the ε̇r,max-line (Fig. 1) may
correspond to the thermal obstacle spacings in the
hard regions. Here the dislocation spacings are tighter
than in the soft regions. For instance, in the quasi-
stationary low-angle boundaries the spacings can be
estimated as s = b/θ where θ is the subgrain misor-
ientation. In typical cases s-values fall by a factor of
10 and more below the spacings δ in the soft regions
[2]. So one might expect a correspondingly lower slope
of ε̇r,max(σ) compared to ε̇r,i(σ). However, the ratio of
slopes is distinctly less than 10.
In discussing this result one has to note that ac-

cording to the composite model (compare Fig. 2) in
the form presented in [19, 22] the (inelastic) strain rate
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ε̇ consists of three major components:

ε̇ = fsε̇s (σs) + fhε̇h (σh) + ε̇migr, (4)

where fs and fh are the volume fractions of soft (sub-
script s) and hard (subscript h) regions, respectively,
ε̇s and ε̇h are the local inelastic strain rates due to
glide of free dislocations, and ε̇migr is the strain rate
due to recovery of boundary area by migration. Pas-
sage through the hard regions tends to cause recovery
of free dislocations by reaction with the boundaries or
free dislocations of opposite sign waiting at the other
side of the boundaries. The recovery strain rate with
positive sign follows as

ε̇− = fhε̇h (σh) + ε̇migr. (5)

The quantitative meaning of the slope of the ε̇r,max(σ)-
line is not clear at present:
– Superposition of the two recovery strain terms in

Eq. (5) leads to an effective activation volume lying in
between those of ε̇h and ε̇migr.
– Recovery in the time period where local back flow

overcompensates forward recovery strain causes an in-
creasing amount of recovery of internal stresses that
leads to reduction of σh exceeding the stress reduc-
tion. It was shown in [5] that the observed ε̇r,max(σ)
lies between the boundaries found from the assump-
tion that the internal forward stress in the hard re-
gions remains constant or relaxes in proportion to σ.
– The width of the thermal obstacles in the hard

regions increases with decreasing σh making deforma-
tion increasingly more difficult.
So far the kinetics of recovery strain has not been

understood. Dedicated tests concentrating on this is-
sue might be a big help in achieving better under-
standing of the strength of materials in cases where
recovery is important (not only at high T, but also at
high σ in strong materials).

4. Transient behavior of nanocrystalline Ni
after stress reduction and rate change

So far we have treated single or coarse-grained
polycrystals. Nanocrystalline (nc) materials are spe-
cial in that their boundary spacing is distinctly less
than the quasistationary boundary spacing wqs in the
former materials even though the strength of the ma-
terial is so high that high normalized flow stresses res-
ult. The question therefore is whether such nc ma-
terials differ in their response to stress changes from
the “normal” materials. Two similar compression tests
were done on nc Ni proving the reproducibility of the
results. In these tests a fast stress reduction was com-
bined with a large reduction of imposed compression
rate by a factor of 1000. The intention of this test

procedure was to
– save enough of the high driving force for dynamic

recovery introduced during the fast initial deformation
to make recovery strain visible,
– limit the duration of the transient to the new

quasi-stationary state by keeping the imposed strain
rate constant.
Special care was taken to quantify and remove the

elastic components of the strain signal to get the in-
elastic strain of the specimen continuously over the
whole test without gaps during fast stress changes.
Figure 3 displays the results of one of the tests. In the
short initial period of fast deformation (light gray)
the flow stress rises to a level of 1890MPa. The fast
stress drop to 1540MPa takes 16 s (Fig. 3b). In this
short period the inelastic strain rate ε̇inel falls continu-
ously by a factor of about 50. In the long subsequent
period of low total (elastic plus inelastic) strain rate
ε̇tot = 1×10−6 s−1 (dark gray) the inelastic strain rate
ε̇inel gradually falls further until it has become equal
to ε̇tot. As ε̇inel is always larger than ε̇tot, the stress σ
is gradually relaxing down to ≈ 1000MPa. From this
value the stress increases again toward the new quasi-
stationary level without reaching saturation. The last
period of the test is fast again at ε̇tot = 1 × 10−3 s−1
and a quasi-stationary level of flow stress is finally
reached (Fig. 3a).
During the slow deformation significant recovery

must have occurred. This follows from the fast work
hardening when the fast deformation is resumed again.
The recovered defects are quickly replaced by the cur-
rents of free dislocations being held up at the bound-
aries. The work hardening path is qualitatively similar
to the initial one (Fig. 3a,c), but differs quantitatively
because the predeformation has raised the defect dens-
ity compared to the undeformed state.
The opposite, namely softening, has to occur in the

periods of reduced σ and ε̇tot. This is the case. The
first response to the decline of stress is the deceleration
of glide of free dislocations near the starting stress of
1890MPa. The dash-dotted line shows the slope ex-
pected from Eq. (3). It is consistent with thermally
activated glide of dislocations just as in coarse-grained
materials. However, this process should come to a
stop at some point when the dislocations have gotten
stuck and the rate of inelastic deformation of the work
hardening type should remain zero until recovery has
suficiently reduced the high density of defects stored
during the preceding fast deformation. But the con-
trary is observed. The ongoing recovery is accompan-
ied by inelastic deformation at relatively high rate. So
this rate is not of the work hardening type, but of the
recovery type as described above. As the delayed back
flow of dislocations ceases, there is even net softening
as the recovery strain is no longer masked by concur-
rent back flow. This is obvious from the significant
decrease in flow stress by 300MPa at nearly constant
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Fig. 3. Compression test on nc Ni at constant total strain
rate ε̇tot = 1× 10−3 s−1 and 373 K with intermediate re-
duction of stress followed by deformation at low total
strain rate ε̇tot = 1× 10−6 s−1; the stress σ is shown as a
function of (a) εinel, (b) time t, and (c) in relation to the
inelastic strain rate ε̇inel. ε̇r,max from normalized curve for

nc Ni in Fig. 5 of [17].

rate of inelastic deformation ≈ 1.3× 10−5 s−1 (Fig. 3).
The measured rates are close to the maximum recov-

ery strain rates ε̇r,max (σ) found in [17] from sudden
stress changes just after the delayed (‘anelastic’) back
flow in nc Ni at room temperature. In this case re-
covery was proven by in situ-observation of X-ray line
widths. So we have reason to assume that the same
processes of recovery strain, probably by boundary
migration [23], occur here, too.
This result explains why attempts to determine

an ‘internal stress’ (athermal stress component) for
thermally activated glide have been unsatisfactory
[24]: in the transient from high to low rate the ma-
terial switches from deformation of the work harden-
ing type by thermally activated glide to deformation
of the recovery type. The athermal stress component
for the work hardening strain rate cannot be derived
from such a test. The same holds for stress reduction
tests (stress dip tests) to determine an ìnternal stress’
(Fig. 1) from onset of back flow (see e.g. [25]). This is
not the point where thermally activated glide ceases,
but the point where delayed back flow occurs at the
same rate as recovery strain. This implies that the ‘in-
ternal stress’ for thermally activated glide is systemat-
ically determined too low. It seems possible that many
of the inconsistencies listed in [24] vanish when the ex-
istence of recovery strain is taken into proper account.
This may lead to a revival of the stress reduction tech-
niques aiming at determining the athermal stress com-
ponent for glide of the work hardening type.

5. Summary

Tests with large relative stress reductions are
known to yield information on the different mechan-
isms contributing to deformation. Most of the inelastic
strain usually results from dislocation glide accompan-
ied by storage of defects and work hardening. How-
ever, there is also another mechanism of deformation
that on the one hand is well known, but still appears
to be underestimated so far. That is the strain asso-
ciated with recovery of internal stresses and strain-
induced defects, in particular free dislocations and in-
ternal crystal boundaries. With increasing flow stress
the share that recovery strain has of the total inelastic
strain increases. Stress reduction tests make the recov-
ery strain visible the better the more the work harden-
ing strain gets suppressed. The recovery strain is of
particular importance as it controls the motion of free
dislocations and in this sense may be regarded as the
controlling mechanism.
We have shown that the determination of the

ε̇inel(σ) relation at (nearly) constant structure is a
means to separate the mechanisms of work hardening
strain and recovery strain from each other. This separ-
ation is a prerequisite to study their intrinsic kinetics.
It is suggested that work hardening strain is concen-
trated in the soft regions of the material while recov-
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ery strain is concentrated in the hard regions. From
this point of view the composite model of inelastic de-
formation appears to be ideal as a framework to bring
the different mechanisms of deformation together and
model their interaction by setup of internal stresses.
A disadvantage of tests with large stress reductions

is that deformation at the low stress level gradually
becomes too slow to be measured in reasonable time
spans when the recovery activity falls from the ini-
tial high level due to predeformation to the new, low
quasi-stationary one. The present work demonstrates
(for the first time as far as the authors are aware) that
this disadvantage of testing the response to large stress
reductions, as required for the separation of mechan-
isms, can easily be overcome by continuing deform-
ation not at constant stress, but at constant low im-
posed total deformation rate. The choice of this rate is
independent of the degree of stress reduction, delivers
an additional, independent test parameter, and limits
the duration of the tests ad libitum.
If the inelastic strain rate is measured not only

after the changes of the deformation parameters, but
also during the changes by subtracting the elastic re-
sponse of specimen and machine from the total one,
the parameters of thermally activated glide in the
soft regions can be determined. It is found that nano-
crystalline Ni shows the same pattern of deformation
that is found for single or conventional polycrystalline
pure materials. The activation volume yields thermal
obstacle spacings that lie in the order of the expec-
ted dislocation spacing b G/σ in the soft regions. For
large stress reductions, forward deformation contin-
ues by recovery strain similar to what has been found
for single and conventional polycrystals. This suggests
that the basic mechanisms of deformation of pure crys-
talline materials remain essentially the same during
grain refinement down into the nanocrystalline regime
with grain sizes in the order of 100 atomic spacings.
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